Appointment of new sales engineer
March 2018 – The Telford-based control systems integrator Transicon Ltd has further
strengthened its Sales Team with the appointment of Steve Flatman as Senior Sales
Engineer.
Steve has worked in the Robotics, PLC & Industrial PC, Servo Motion & Variable Speed
Drives and SCADA & Industrial Communications field for 20 years, representing several
world leading manufacturers across the UK.
“This is a great opportunity to join an already well respected, high quality control systems
integrator” says Steve “I am looking forward to developing new business relationships and
introducing Transicon’s quality offer to a wide range of contracts”.
“Steve’s appointment reflects the Company’s continuing success in expanding our
customer base during this year,” says Transicon’s Sales and Marketing Director, Richard
Cotsford. “We have successfully emerged from a record year which saw large orders
within the automotive and food & beverage sectors, and this continued expansion of our
engineering capability underlines investment for the future. I am therefore delighted to
welcome Steve to the Transicon team, especially as he has first hand experience of
providing engineering solutions to a wide range of industries which will help continue our
development of new market segments.“
“His knowledge of High Precision & High-Speed Servo Motion and Robotics will help us in
developing new customers and introducing Transicon as a supplier of complete
automation and control systems.”
About Steve
Born in 1977 Steve moved straight into Automation Sales after leaving university, where
he studied combined Mechanical & Electrical Engineering. He joins Transicon after
gaining extensive experience of industrial control systems, ranging from small ‘single timer
in-a-box’ applications up to 400+ axis interpolated servo motion control systems. More
recently specialising in Servo Motion and Robotics, Steve is well placed to help build upon
Transicon’s already well proven skills.

About Transicon Ltd
Telford-based Transicon has a pedigree of 50 years’ experience in the design,
manufacture, installation and commissioning of drive and automation solutions. The
company’s offerings include drives systems, PLC and SCADA software programming,
HMIs, motor control centres and custom-built panels, as well as high accuracy AC, DC
and servo drives and motors.
Certified to BS EN ISO 9001quality standards, BSI-registered, Safecontractor and an
NICEIC-approved contractor, Transicon also offers a comprehensive range of
management, consultancy, assembly, testing and support services to customers
throughout the utilities, manufacturing, process engineering, marine and automation
sectors.
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